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Nursery

What’s been happening?
The children are all settling into Nursery life really well. It has
been great to see the children bonding with each other and enjoying sharing and making up games together.
Last week we enjoyed learning about Jasper and his beanstalk. Through
the story we learned about what will not help a bean to grow and this week
we have started to talk about what will encourage a bean to grow. The
children have been planting different seeds in gloves to see which ones
grow the quickest and how different they look. Over the next few days
and weeks we will watch to see what happens. In Maths we are continuing
to count carefully using beans and pots and are trying hard to record quantities by writing numbers. The children have enjoyed lots of opportunities
to write and mark make this week in Nursery. Some children have chosen
paper and pens or whiteboards and markers and some have chosen to explore writing in glitter or on the interactive whiteboard. We have also
been comparing length and height by looking at beanstalks. The children
have played an interactive height ordering game and have made lots of super long playdough beanstalks. We are all having a go at retelling the story
using pictures and actions and it has been great to hear the children pretending to be Jack in
the castle with the
giant.

Home Challenge: Signs of Spring
The weather is starting to get warmer and there is a definite change in
the seasons. This week please take time to explore nature and have a
good look for any signs of Spring. You may have a garden that is beginning to show growth after winter or you may like to look at the
trees and plants in the park for any changes.
Please take photos and post them on Tapestry with the title:

Reception
Oliver’s Vegetables has been a great success last week and this week,
with vegetables being used to enhance all kinds of learning in and
around the classroom. Not least of all has been the popular fruit and
vegetable shops in both our indoor classroom and our outdoor classroom. A special thank you to Miss Page’s Grandad, who build our outdoor shop. Both shops have seen children applying their knowledge of
number by paying for items. Some have practised counting out pennies
and 2p pieces, other children have been adding different amounts together. All children have also
learnt the different value of
coins, ranging from 1p to
£1.

Making vegetable soup! The children even chopped up all of
their own vegetables themselves, learning about safety
when using tools.

We have seen some wonderful artists evolve in Reception recently, as we learnt about drawing, printing and painting techniques and applied these skills
with the focus on fruit and vegetables.

Reminders
Reception Reading Books
Please remember to bring in your school reading
books every MONDAY, so that we have enough
time to quarantine the books and send them home
each Thursday. We have also sent words home
with some of the children. These should be practised at home and we will also practise them in
school.
Please remember to send any photographs on Tapestry, so
that we can share the children’s experiences at home with
their friends at school. This helps us a great deal in ensuring the children feel settled and see how
home and school are so strongly linked.

Thank you to the Reception parents
who donated fruit and vegetables. We
certainly had plenty and a wide variety!

